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Answer Key - 1stTerm- Class X  

1.                                                                                                                                         1x8=8 

 

1.1 a) Mushrooms have a high nutritional content, can be cooked in a variety of ways and add 

flavour to both Indian and continental food preparations. 

a) The porcini mushroom resembles the mushroom pictured in nursery rhyme 

books.Available both fresh and dried, the best picks are the firm, brown ones minus 

any spots or pale underside. 

b) The Enoki variety of mushrooms ca be eaten raw,garnished with salt, pepper and 

lemon juice. 

c) When cooking enki mushrooms one must blend it with oregano, basil, and even nuts 

and fruits. 

d) Button mushrooms are referred to as Swiss mushrooms when they mature or ripen 

and acquire a brown shade. 

e) Button mushrooms are a source of  the energy boosting Vitamin B  and also contain 

selenium, copper,potassium. It is high in fibre and nutrients. 

f) The porcini mushroom adds a woody and pungent flavour to soups and risottos. 

g) Mushrooms should be bought from a good vegetable vendor, be carefully and 

thoroughly washed and cooked to remove toxins from them. 

2                                                                                                                                            

2x4=8 

2.1   a) people hesitate to laugh out loud because it is an  uphill task  for most people. 

Others think they have more important things to do than merely laugh out loud, while others 

think they have no time to laugh. 

 b) Sudha Chandra, who believed that earlier her life was joyless, found her 

perspective  in life  altered.She learnt to record her emotions and ensured that the four  

elements of joy – dancing, laughing, singing and playing – helped build an emotional reserve. 

 c)According to Beth Bongar,since our every day lives are stressful, in her classes on 

laughter she uses the ‘gibberish’techmique where everyone  laughs by using gibberish 

sounds. Such playful exercises help in reduce inhibitions and shyness and convert simulated 

laughter into unconditional  laughter. 

 d)Laughter being a stimulant, triggers energy inside a person’s DNA, potentially 

helping  to cure disease. Also , by laughing with other people, we share a sense of  

connectedness which in turn reduces loneliness. 

 e) laughter therapy is an efficient, low-cost, medical treatment that cuts health costs. 

2.2        1x4=4 

a) ii -have an outlook on matters  b) iii -removing awkward ideas  
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2.3 a) gibberish                                                      b) stimulant   

 

3:  Writing& Grammar                       1x8=8 

  Formal letter-  8 Marks 

               

            Format         1 mark 

 Sender’s address       

  Date  

 Receivers address 

 Subject/heading 

Salutation  

Complementary close                                                             

Content: Details                                                       4 marks  

 Accuracy, spelling                                                1.5 mark  

 

Fluency        1.5 mark 

    

 

  

 

 4.Individual response.     1x10 

 

Title  -1 

Content -4 

Accuracy -2.5 

Fluency -2.5    

 

 5  a) iii-was,   b)iii-in, c)i-on,  d) i-in,  e)ii-the      (1x4=4) 

 6. Incorrect   correct                                                    (1x=4) 

 a) barging   barged 

 b) women   woman 

 c) or    and 

 d) injuries   injuring 

 e) telling   told 

  

 7. a)The newborn calf is named Lalima.      (1x4=4) 

     b) She is the world’s first cloned buffalo calf. 
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     c) The donor cell was taken from the ear of a murrah buffalo  

     d) Other ministers took the oath in Hindi 

     e) People came out on street fearing another earthquake 

8. a) She should have known that her song should have been her own. (1x4=4)  

   b) His song is his own and he doesn’t look forward others for advice. 

 c) since the nightingale died he became the unchallenged singer of the bog 

 d) panache 

 

     OR 

a) The old man was shivering as he was exposed to chill at early dawn. 

b) No, the cold weather did not affect  his courage as he was fixed of purpose. 

c) Even in extreme adverse weather condition    he was determined to visit post 

office for the letter.( similar answers) 

d) Plodded 

 

9. Answer the following:  2x4=8 

1. Miss Mebbin managed to get her week-end cottage only after blackmailing Mrs.Packletide. 

she threatened  that  the secret of the tiger’s death could be leaked to Loona Bimberton... she 

extorted a heavy price...forced  Packletide to get her week-end cottage at Darking. She 

planted many tiger lilies in the garden........ 

2. The woman comes and goes to the mirror daily. She has been doing it for years.Once she 

was young and beautiful....she could see the youth...beauty in mirror...gradually being 

drowned in into the mirror...she can’t come to terms with her change. Only the mirror makes 

realise that she is no more young and beautiful...she feels agitated ..behave like a terrible fish.   

3. The nurse, who was looking after Lucia, told the narrator the entire story of the two boys. 

All the three children belonged to a prosperous family and Lucia was training to be a singer. 

The war waged by Germany killed their father, their house was destroyed by a bomb and the 

boys were separated from their sister. Due to neglect, Lucia contracted T.B. 

4. postmaster is tortured by doubt........He was confused. He doubted if Ali’s meeting with 

him was real. Postmaster is full of remorse because his newly awakened father’s heart can 

now realise Ali’s agony and anxiety...now he realises he should have been more sympathetic 

and helpful towards Ali.  
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5.The poet immortalises his friend by stating that his friend shall live forever in this sonnet 

and in the eyes of posterity. Also his friend will wear out this world till the judgement day 

and outlive it. 

 

10.  ( 4 for content +2 for fluency +2 grammatical accuracy). 

 A.J Cronin titles the story .. a title of one of the early plays of Shakespeare.  

 Really the boys have all the virtues and gentlemanly grace ....their selfless action, 

sacrifice, total devotion and their cause make them noble characters.  

 Family ruined by war....orphans... their only sister was suffering from tuberculosis of 

the spine...  

 both boys showed rare courage and determination not only to work and earn for 

themselves but for her treatment also....  

 they were too self-respecting and proud t show their personal troubles /grief to any 

outsider.... 

 never asked for any favour...they didn’t want anyone to intrude upon their family’s 

secrecy... 

 .nor they could imagine to trouble others....  

 They were the finest specimen of humanity and their example   gives promise of a 

greater hope for humanity. (1x8=8) 

     OR 

 Both sisters Amelia and Elizabeth have many things in common....it is difficult to say 

who is more insensitive,inhuman,vulgar,greedy and hypocrite... 

 .true character are revealed only during the spate between them....all their scheming 

go in vain./  

 Amelia is plump,vigorous selfish woman/ ready to do any amount of talk to get her 

own way/  

 both think that mourning the dead is confined only only in entering into their nice 

mourning blacks. 

 Mrs Jordan finds it such a relief to get in to the black/ 

 Mrs.Slater grabs a new pair of dead mans slippers,his bureau and the clock before 

Elizabeth arrives/ 

 Elizabeth is insensitive/she wants to have tea first tan going upstairs to see her dead 

father/ 

 She claims that grandfather promised his gold watch to her son Jimmy. 

 She accuses her father of not paying the insurance on purpose just to annoy them.she 

considers him a burden.  

 Mrs.Jordan humiliates Mrs.Slater and henry.She taunts ahenry of stepping into dead 

man’s shoes in such a hasteShe exposes Amelia and Henry.  

 They entered the old man’s room like thieves and stole his bureau and the clock./ 
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 They compete each other to keep the old man with them when they know about the 

terms of the new will.    

 

11.  A)Value points: (any 6-7 points)      

 (10) 

 -Alexander  Graham  Bell advised parents to contact the Perkins Institute 

 -Laura Bridgeman, a deaf/blind child had been educated. 

- it was located in  South Boston/ Michael Anaganos, the director asked the former 

student Anne Sullivan to become Keller’s instructor/ Sullivan herself was visually impaired 

-helen made friends with little children/ pleasure to talk to other blind children in her 

own language. 

- they were happy that she lost all her sense of pain in the pleasre of their 

companionship. 

-she learnt to speak in the spring of 1890.Mrs.Lamson, who had been one of Laura 

Bridgeman’s  teachers came to see Helen. She taught a deaf and blind child in Norway. 

-Helen resolved to learn to speak. 

-Mrs.Fuller offered to teach her and gave eleven lessons. Her first connected sentence 

was , “It was warm.” 

 

B)        ----------------OR----------------- 

-Miss.Ann Sullivan had the greatest influence on the life ,character and achievements of 

Helen Keller. 

-She gave a new direction, purpose,meaning to Helen’s dark life. 

- she had the characteristic of  a perfect teacher- patience and devotion. 

-her help and encouragement  and guiadance made  the first deaf and dumb to earn a bachelor 

degree. 

-sullivan herself visually impaired..49 years of friendship led to become Helens governess. 

- she taught Helen to communicate by spelling words into her hand beginning with d-o-l-l 

-All that was bhest in Helen had been awakened by the loving touch of Sullivan  

-She remained a constant companion to Keller till she died in 1936.  
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